MTAP admitted students will be guaranteed UMD admission contingent on students meeting the following requirements:

- Completion of an Associate degree with a minimum cumulative 3.0 GPA from all previous attended institutions
  - OR completion of 30 credits of coursework with a minimum 3.0 cumulative GPA, including at least 5 general education courses, coursework that fulfills the UMD Academic Writing (English Composition) requirement, and a college level mathematics course.
- Completion of at least 15 credits at Cecil College
- Submission of the UMD transfer admission application by the posted priority deadline
- Enrollment at the University of Maryland, College park or a University of Maryland, College Park, program at the Universities at Shady Grove within one year of completion of the Associate degree with a minimum 3.0 GPA, including at least 5 general education courses, coursework that fulfills the UMD Academic Writing (English Composition) requirements, and a college level mathematics course
- Not matriculated at any other institution of higher education after MTAP acceptance
- Participation in the MTAP program for a minimum of one semester prior to transfer semester